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Abstract: In the current world, sports produce considerable statistical information about each
player, team, games, and seasons. Traditional sports science believed science to be owned by experts,
coaches, team managers, and analyzers. However, sports organizations have recently realized the
abundant science available in their data and sought to take advantage of that science through
the use of data mining techniques. Sports data mining assists coaches and managers in result
prediction, player performance assessment, player injury prediction, sports talent Identification
and game strategy evaluation. Predicting the results of sports matches is interesting to many, from
fans to punters. It is also interesting as a research problem, in part due to its difficulty: the result
of a sports match is dependent on many factors, such as the morale of a team (or a player), skills,
coaching strategy, etc. So even for experts, it is very hard to predict the exact results of individual
matches. The present study reviews previous research on data mining systems to predict sports
results and evaluates the advantages and disadvantages of each system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

D

ata mining and machine learning
approaches aims to discover implicit,
previously unknown and potentially useful
information or knowledge from data [1].
Since the relationships between sports results
and various data elements are directly affected
by several factors such as type of sports, the
environment, and the objectives of players,
several methods have been suggested to
predict the results based on available data.
More precisely, while some teams prefer not
to use any prediction techniques, others have
long depended on either the experience or
instincts of the experts or historical data [2].
Teams seeking more reliable predictions,

however, tend to take advantage of statistics
in decision-making. The most recently
developed, and yet least frequently employed,
technique in this field is data mining The
former helps discover useful knowledge
from the linked data about, and interesting
relationships among, social entities in social
networks; the latter helps predict future game
results for some sports by using historical
game results.
The remaining part of this paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 contains a
discussion and review of prediction patterns
representation and indexing methods. The
concept of similarity measure, which includes
both whole predictive model and subsequence
matching, based on the raw data. The research
work on sports result prediction will be
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discussed and reviewed in Sections 3, respectively,
whereas the conclusion will be made in Section 4.
II. REVIEW ON PREDICTION METHODS
In this section, some capable models have been
reviewed for the prediction of sport results. Before
the review the related works, this researched
reviewed some basic and standard intelligent
approaches like as machine learning and
Computational Intelligence (CI) methodologies.
In continue of this section, related works have
been classified to different sport categories; group
sports such as NFL and soccer and solo sports
such as javelin throw. And also, some of reviewed
methods have been applied on 1 vs. 1 sport such
as tennis and chess.
1. Machine Learning
We are entering the era of big data. This
deluge of data calls for automated methods of
data analysis, which is what Machine Learning
(ML) provides. In particular, we define
machine learning as a set of methods that can
automatically detect patterns in data, and then
use the uncovered patterns to predict future data,
or to perform other kinds of decision making
under uncertainty. In ML, uncertainty comes in
many forms: what is the best prediction about the
future given some past data or what is the best
model to explain some data, what measurement
should I perform next, etc. The probabilistic
approach to machine learning is closely related to
the field of statistics, but differs slightly in terms
of its emphasis and terminology. Some of most
important ML methods are: Supervised Learning
(Classification and Regression), Semi-Supervised
Learning or Reinforcement Learning (Such as
Markov Chains and Dynamic Programming) and
Unsupervised Learning or Clustering [3].

Fig.1 Polynomial Regression in ML

2. Artificial Neural Network
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are capable
computational approach to predict the output
of complicated systems through computational
intelligence and representation and modeling of
knowledge learning. As they mimic a biological
neural network, they consist of a number of
interconnected neurons (processing elements)
in particular layers. Neurons in each layer have
weighted connections with neurons in the
previous and next layer. An ANN comprises at
least one input layer, one output layer, and some
hidden layers if necessary. During the learning
phase, an ANN processes a training dataset and
seeks proper weights for the network to correctly
classify all training data [4].

Fig.2 ANN Basic Structure [5]

3. Bayesian and Logistic Regression Methods
The Bayesian model is among the most famous
supervised classification techniques in machine
learning. It is simple and efficient and works well
on data with various unrelated features or high
levels of noise. Bayesian classifier is a probabilistic
prediction model that assumes all features to
be conditionally independent from the target
variable, i.e. there are some unrelated features in
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each class. It then predicts the new data according
to previous data. Bayesian networks are graphical
models for inference in the presence of complexity
and uncertainty [6].
Logistic regression is a well-known tool for
classification problems. Like linear regression,
logistic regression depends on linear combination
of features which is then mapped to a value
between zero and one by the logistic function.
Therefore, dependent variables should have a
continuous value which is in turn a function
of the odds of the events. Logistic regression
involves two stages: first, estimating the odds
of characteristics of each group, and second,
determining cut-off points and categorizing the
features accordingly [7]. The coefficients are
estimated by maximum likelihood estimation.

Fig.3 Bayesian network calculates probabilities of each
factor

4. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Generally, an SVM uses non-linear mapping
of the training set with high dimensionality. The
SVM algorithm searches for an optimal separating
hyper plane which acts as a decision boundary
between the two classes. An SVM will find the
hyper plane by employing vectors (training
dataset) and margins (defined by vectors).
Although the training of an SVM takes more
time compared to other methods, the algorithm
is believed to have high accuracy owing to its
high capability in building non-linear, complex
decision boundary. It is also less prone to over
fitting [8].

Fig.4 SVM Structure

5. Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy Systems
Fuzzy logic is a newly developed technology
that contributes to the development of
systems requiring advanced and complicated
mathematical analyses. While in traditional
binary sets variables can take either zero or one,
fuzzy logic variables may have a truth value which
ranges between zero and one. Fuzzy systems
can precisely describe indefinite, irrational
phenomena [9]. The fuzzy systems work based
on IF-THEN rules as a continuous membership
functions stored in a knowledgebase.
In fact, a fuzzy system transforms human
knowledge into a mathematical formula. In the
other hand, learning rules for a predictor system in
an uncertain situation is a key task for developing
a fuzzy rule-based system. Fuzzy Logic Systems
(FLSs) as an expert rule-based system has been
focused for managing uncertainties associated
with linguistic expert knowledge [10].
However, designing a FLS is challenging
when dealing with uncertain environment with
imperfect and lack of expert knowledge. The fuzzy
system takes benefit of fuzzy sets for handling
uncertainty problems such as imprecision in the
input data and noisy measurements.

Fig.5 a Type-1 Fuzzy System Structure
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III. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this part of the article is reviewed some
articles which used computational intelligence
methods for predicting, analyzing, measuring
and modeling the sport result prediction.
Tilp et al in [11] introduced an Analysis of
tactical defensive behavior in team handball by
means of artificial neural networks. Their data
was retrieved from twelve handball games of
the European Under-18 Men Championship
in 2012. They used an eight-camera-system to
record videos of the games which were analyzed
in a post hoc process with the help of custommade software. The basis of the analysis was
position data of the defensive players at the
instant of the shot and the shot position of the
offensive player. Accurate metric positions of the
team handball players were obtained by a planeto-plane projective coordinate transformation.
In a subsequent step the data was analyzed
by artificial neural network software In order
to find different position patterns. To obtain
sufficient entropy, data was Multiplicities to a
quantity of 7280 datasets, applying a noise of 5
% and subsequently permutated to minimize
unwanted learning effects. The neural network
had a dimension of 400 neurons. In the training
process of the network data sets are related to
specific neurons. Similar data sets are related
to the same neurons based on the predefined
parameters tolerance and similarity resolution.
The tolerance defines the similarity within single
neurons while the similarity resolution defines
the similarity within clusters which are groups of
neighboring neurons.
In [12] Maszczyka et al. had proposed the
investigation at comparing regression and neural
models with respect to their accuracy of predicting
sports results with 86% successful rate. Their study
involved a group of 116 javelin throwers, aged
18±0.5 years. The statistical analysis was initially
done by the Shapiro-Wilk normality test and by
the homogeneity test. The correlation matrix and
regression analysis revealed four predictors; for
example, cross step, specific power of the arms
and the trunk, specific power of the abdominal
muscles and the grip power. Consequently,
non-linear regression models as well as neural
models were built. Thus, to verify our models, the

sports results were predicted for the group of 20
javelin throwers from the Poland National Team
and tested by comparing the model-generated
predictions with their actual data.
Leung et al. in [13] proposed a data mining
predictor model for sports games. They present
a sports data mining approach, which helps
discover interesting knowledge and predict
outcomes of sports games such as college football.
Their proposed approach makes predictions
based on a combination of four different measures
on the historical results of the games. Evaluation
results on real-life college football data shows that
our approach leads to relatively good accuracy
in result predictions. Their sports data mining
approach, which avoids calculating which of the
two competing teams, is more likely to win.
The key idea is that they analyze a set of teams
that are the most similar to each of the competing
teams, find the results of the games between the
teams in each of the two sets, and use those game
results to predict the outcome of the game between
the original two teams. Their approach analyzes
past game results and a number of statistics about
each of the teams from each of those games; for
example, passing attempts, rushing attempts, and
turnovers for and against.
After scanning the statistical data, they are
stored in two data structures: (a) a list storing every
game played over a given time and (b) another
list storing all teams with their corresponding
statistics from the season. So their approach
parses the team lists and creates a map with every
point representing a team. The distance between
two points on the map is proportional to their
similarity.
More specially, to find all of the teams that are
similar to a given team, our approach represents
each team as a point on a 4-dimensional space
representing four different statistics: (a) RPI,
(b) Pythagorean wins, (c) offensive strategy, and
(d) turn-over differential. Recall that RPI and
Pythagorean wins, which measure the overall
strength of teams, can be computed as follows:
��� � �0.25 ∗ WP� � �0.5 ∗ OR� � �0.25 ∗
���.��
(1)
OOR�� ��� P����W��� �
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Offensive strategy measures how the offense
prefers to move the ball forward, passing or
rushing:
 ൌ 

ୟୱୱ୧୬୲୲ୣ୫୮୲ୱ

ୖ୳ୱ୦୧୬୲୲ୣ୫୮୲ୱ

(2)

In [14] Bunker et al. proposed a machine
learning framework based on the six phases of the
traditional CRISP-DM Model. These six steps are:
1. Domain understanding; which is
understands the problem and the
objective of the model and understands
characteristics of the sport itself.
2. Data understanding; this step considering
the level/granularity of the data whether
to include player level data and, decide
on the class variable.
3. Data Preparation & Feature Extraction;
it means Split original feature set into
different subsets (in-play, external,
expert-selected, betting odds);Apply
feature selection algorithms to select
most important variables from original
features and feature subsets, also focused
on preprocess data by averaging in-play
variables for a certain match history for
each team, and re-merge with the external
features
4. Modeling, it’s one of most important
phase; this step based on select candidate
models based on literature survey and
experiment with these candidate models
on a range of different machine-selected
and human-selected feature sets
5. Model Evaluation; Select measure of
model performance – accuracy is fine if
data is not imbalanced.
6. Deploy Model; Automate source data
extract and data preprocessing if possible,
then re-train model based on fresh data
and generate predictions for upcoming
matches.
In [15] Patterson et al. worked on a deep
learning model as a Deep Embedding Structure
(DES) inspired by word2vec and it works for
a case study such as NFL result forecasting. It
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has different inputs for each event type in the
embedding, and the embedding is a learned
representation for the network input. This
network should be trained end-to-end, learning
both the embedding and the primary task at the
same time. One then feeds the appropriate event
at each time step, and set the remaining to be zero
or other default “empty” value. The core of their
deep learning classifier is based on RNN consists
of LSTM or GRU cells and a softmax classifier.
Their model reached the average accuracy of 88%
which is run with six different scenarios.
Igiri et al. has proposed a data mining approach
with knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) to
develop a football match result predictive model
by gathering 9 features that affect the outcome
of football matches in [16]. They constructed a
more comprehensive system with a more reliable
prediction accuracy based on the features that
directly affect the result of a football match. Their
proposed model system for football match results
was implemented based on both artificial neural
network (ANN) and logistic regression (LR)
techniques with Rapid Miner as a data mining
tool. Their technique produced 85% and 93%
prediction accuracy for ANN and LR techniques
respectively.
In [17] they developed a system that can
predict students’ performance based on their
past performances by employing classification
in data mining. Their analysis was carried out
on a data set of student information, such as
gender and marks scored at various levels of
examination. They applied an ID3 (Iterative
Model) and C4.5 classification algorithm on these
data sets to predict the general and individual
performances of freshly-admitted students
on future examinations. Their prediction was
75.145%. However, this work is limited by the
fact that its implementation was not dynamic in
that the prediction parameters could not train the
new dataset when fed into the web application.
In [18] they used a training set from an elevenyear period to train World Chess Federation
rating systems with 2000 chess players as the
data set. In their work they applied the Hidden
Markov Process Model and fitted it with Newton
Raphson’s method. The success of the prediction
was 55.64%.
In the research [19] a developed system with
the intention to “beat” bookmakers’ odds on
J. ADV COMP ENG TECHNOL, 5(1) Winter 2019
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football has been proposed. In their work, they
attempted to ascertain the important features in
predicting football match and to calculate the
probability of the proposed features in order to
identify bets to maximize profit. They employed
seven machine learning algorithms to classify the
matches into home win, draw or away win: MultiClass Classifier (MCC), Rotation Forest (RF),
Logitboost, Bayes-Network (NB), Naive Bayes
and Home Wins. The accuracy of his algorithm
was 65. The main limitation in this research is
that the prediction accuracy was relatively low.
The author later suggested an improved system
that would include features, such as all bookings
during the match, the players composing each
team, their managers and more.
According to [20], it’s employed the Bayesian
Network Model to predict the results of football
matches involving the Barcelona team in the
2008-2009 Spanish League. They divided the data
set for the project into two: (a) non-physiological
factors (weather, history of five previous matches,
results against/for team, home game and players’
psychological state; and (b) physiological factors
(average age of the players, the number of
injured main players, average match in a week,
performance of main players, the performance
of all players and average number of goals for all
home and away matches).
NETICA software was used to build the
model, which yielded values for average age of
the players as a medium, history of the last five
games as win, injured main players, psychological
state of the of the players and weather conditions
during the match. A prediction accuracy of 92%
was obtained when used to predict the 2008-2009
season matches. The limitation in this research is
that only one team was considered.
In the paper [21], they proposed a Bayesian
hierarchical model to predict football results.
The data set was based on scoring intensity
determined by the attack and defense strength
of the two teams involved. The team, playing
from home or at away matches, also was used
to determine the goals scored for each season.
They applied an MCMC-based procedure to
estimate the value of the main effect, which was
used to explain the scoring rate. Although their
predictions were 95% accurate, their work only
highlighted the teams with the highest propensity
to score or concede goals, a major limitation in
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the research. They also attempted to reduce the
challenge of over-shrinking caused by Bayesian
hierarchical model by introducing a mixture
model, thereby making the model more complex
and time consuming.
[22], developed four football result prediction
models: (1) ToTo-models (random probability
and team grouping); (2) multi-independent
score model (3) single-independent model; (3)
dependent score model; (4) pseudo least-square
estimator score model. For the English Premier
League of 2007-2008 through 2010-2011, they
applied each of these models on the number of
goals for both teams playing and the number of
goals scored by the home and away teams, forming
their data set. Another aspect of sports analytics
is modeling the game. Early studies in this regard
includes [23], he developed a predictive model
which also provided several guidelines to reduce
the effect of outliers. These guidelines are still
used by the researchers in this domain. According
to the modeling of performance in sport can
be put under the following generic headings:
Empirical models, Dynamic systems, Statistical
techniques and, Artificial Intelligence (Expert
Systems, Artificial Neural Networks). It would
not be incorrect to say that most of the research
in modeling in this domain has been done using
statistical techniques. The popular methods in
baseball and basketball predictions are based
upon statistical techniques.
In soccer analytics, the statistical approaches
have gained more attention in recent years [24].
They agree that a common approach in soccer
analytics is to use Poisson distribution for goalbased data analysis where match results are
generated by the attack and defense parameters
of the two competing teams. Multinomial logistic
regression models and Markov chains have also
been tried for this modeling in [25].
While the Poisson models predict the number
of goals conceded and scored, the other statistical
models restrict their prediction to match result.
However, when goal driven models and match
results driven model were compared in [26], it
was found that both approaches yield almost
similar prediction performance. Recently,
artificial intelligence approaches to the modeling
problem have been attempted as well.
Constantinou et al. in [27] used a Bayesian
network model, while Rotshtein et al. used fuzzy
J. ADV COMP ENG TECHNOL, 5(1) Winter 2019
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model with genetic and neural tuning to predict
the match results.
Rue and Slavensen in [28] used a Bayesian
approach combined with Markovian chains and
the Monte-Carlo method. These models are
complex, use many assumptions, require large
statistical samplings, and may not always be easily
interpreted. Neural networks have been used to
make predictions in several sports including
American football. Neural network approximators
lack interpretability and hence cannot be used
for performance analysis or feedback but only
for prediction. Despite the plethora of available
data, NBA analysts rely on rudimentary ranking
systems to predict team performance, failing to
leverage powerful statistical estimation methods.
In [29], Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
has been used to model the progression of
wins and losses over time, using advanced
statistics from NBA game data as features. Their
proposed approach is able to reasonably model
game outcomes in an unsupervised, achieving a
prediction accuracy of 73%. In [30] they proposed
a methodology to correlate specific technical skills
(STS) with the psychophysiological efficiency.
Their proposed STS model from 15 soccer
athletes were collected by technical scouting of
two matches. Countermovement jump, blood
concentration of creatine kinase (CK), heart-rate
variability (HRV) and the scores of DALDA and
POMS were also obtained 24 h after both matches.
The STS Model obtains maximum accuracy in
85%, respectfully for forecasting problem. In [31]
a fuzzy predictive classifier has been proposed
to predict the Brazilian football match in local
league and. It predicted 71 out of 97 (an accuracy
of 73.2%) of the wins, and 21 out of 44 (with an
accuracy of 47.73%) of the losses. However, the
Maximum Likelihood classifier predicted only 9
draws out of 49, a very poor accuracy of 18.37%
3.1 Feature Selection Strategies
In many literatures reviewed works, after
data collection and adding new features to the
existing, the accuracy and speed of predictions
will depend on proper manual or automatic
selection of the most significant, highly correlated
features. In [32] they evaluated primary features
and employed the method suggested in [33] to
select five final features for prediction. In [34]
assessed features linked to various sports and
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selected 11 features, those were common among
all sports.
In the other hand in the [35] they used experts’
opinions and manually chose 10 features with the
highly effects in performance evaluation but in
[36] employed 8 feature selection algorithms in
the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis
(WEKA) and picked five features out of 15 that
have been repeatedly selected by the WEKA
algorithms. In [37] they weighted 9 features using
an artificial neural network and concluded that
defensive rebound and number of assists had the
highest and lowest effects on a team’s win.

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
Some sports are just too simple to justify our
complex framework. In most track and field
sports, a large part of the framework becomes
unnecessary. Most field and track sports are not
so stochastic, and the strategy and the physical
ability of a player (or a team) are often the only
dominant determinant of results (usually records
in these cases). Through this compound approach
we can take into account the fact that most
sports results are highly stochastic, but at the
same time, the strategies of a team (or a player)
can be represented by crisp logic rules. Second,
when it predicts the results of sports matches,
our framework considers many factors, such
as current scores, morale, fatigue, skills, etc. By
contrast, most previous work considered only one
factor, usually the score, or at most a few factors.
V. FUTURE WORKS
We are motivated by the widely accepted
assumption that the accuracy of prediction in
non-trivial prediction domains (such as sports)
can be improved if the many factors affecting the
prediction results are properly considered. When
people predict something complex they generally
try to consider the many factors that affect the
results or outcomes they want to predict.
We propose to use an in-game time-series
approach. Most sports have tides and flows,
situations in the match change over time. Our
approach is designed to reflect these tides and
J. ADV COMP ENG TECHNOL, 5(1) Winter 2019
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SOME IMPORTANT FEATURES USED IN REVIEWED WORKS

Features

Sports

Number of
Used

Average
Efficiency
~77%

Player Age

Soccer, NFL, NBA, …

9 Times

Player Height

Soccer, NBA, Handball

6 Times

Number of Injuries

Soccer, NFL, NBA, Tennis

4 Times

Recent Results (For Teams or
Individual Player)

Soccer, NFL, NBA

11 Times

Number of Win/Lose

Soccer, NFL, NBA, Handball,
Chess, …

14 Times

55-70%
25-33%
57-73%

60-81%

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF SOME RELATED WORKS FOR RESULT PREDICTION SYSTEMS
Methodology

Category

Features

Handball

4

Javelin Throw

3

General
Framework

Adaptive

NFL

6

Time complexity cost is high

Chess

3

The proposed system is not adaptive.

HMM and Newton
Raphson [17]

Chess

Not
Reported

Naive Bayes [20]

Soccer

6

Inadequate features that affect the outcome of a
soccer match were used for the system.

HMM [25]

Soccer

5

Not handling uncertainty in prediction

Hierarchical Bayesian
Network [21]

Soccer

6

The system can only predict results for one team.

ToTo Model [22]

Soccer

Not
Reported

No optimization for effective parameter and worked
based on unturned factors

Probability and Markov
[25]

Soccer

3

Point to point representation and random variables

Hidden Markov Model
[29]

Basketball
(NBA)

6

Need to have information about problem
environment

Specific Technical Skills
(STS) [30]

Soccer

4

Fuzzy Genetic Neural
Classifier [31]

Soccer

7

ANN [11]
ANN and Regression
[12]
RPI [13]
Deep Recurrent ANN
[15]
C4.5 and ID3
Classification [18]
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Limitations
High complex model (400 neuron)
Not a dynamic model
Redesign the parameter for each different case
studies

The model did not perfectly fit the system and overfitting problem

No learning procedure, no tuning for parameters
Limited to first-order uncertainty
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flows. For future works we proposed an intelligent
framework can be viewed as a simulator for a
sports match. Our future proposed system is
stochastic, so the results from different runs may
vary. The future forecasting is based on a FuzzyMonte–Carlo method to evaluating the overall
results as a learning classifier system.

Fig.6 Proposed Intelligent Method
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